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 The project is written in Visual C#.NET with XNA and Unreal Engine as platform. MJC8 Q400 is developed by a group of
dedicated flight simulator enthusiasts as a free and open source product. MJC8 includes new features such as detailed Digital

Cockpit with a functional set of cameras and links, a set of digital instruments and flight recorders, extra mapping and weather
data and a wide range of airports and airports of airports. MJC8 Q400 version 2.0 released January 8, 2020 contains the

following new features: Complete digital instrument panel (DIP) with high-definition display Touchscreen controls and small
separate screen for the mapping panel Electric panel and control panel (with the exception of the screen) are using the latest

avionics, including highly detailed and high-resolution digital Cockpit. Digital Multifunctional Console (MFC) with a 3.5'' touch
screen Two USB mouse/keyboard interfaces Single 12" touch screen or 4.5" 12.5" LCD touch screen Flight Data Recorder that
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is able to save data in form of single files or can be exported as AVI / XVID files MJC8 Q400 was one of the 15 finalists of the
Garmin AVIONAURUS Global Awards 2016. MJC8 Q400 is based on Microsoft Visual Studio Community 2015 Version

15.0.26716.1 Update 3 (MSVC 2015) and Unreal Engine 4.20.0. Features Main features of MJC8 Q400: Mapping Open Street
Maps integration Live weather mapping integration WXSimulator weather simulation Indicator weather symbols Airport

symbology Aircraft The aircraft with which you are flying can be displayed in the aircraft information panel in the following
way: Music A range of 3D musical "piano" keys is displayed in the aircraft information panel in the following way: Tracks of
music can be selected from the audio memory card (e.g. music of jetliners) or using internet browser. Scenario MJC8 Q400

includes a variety of scenarios to fly from the most popular airports worldwide. There are further, very special scenarios
included, for example "Tunguska" which is based on the legendary Russian UR-210 aircraft, "Aero-spark" is based on the Mi
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